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Introduction 
 

The Living Heritage project is implemented within the framework of The 

Lifelong Learning Programme; Grundtvig Learning Partnership action. It is funded with 
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the support from the European Commission. In accordance to its provisions, all project 

partners are bound to create individual partner’s reports on research at a national level 

- each partner identifies areas of the Intangible Cultural Heritage which are most 

relevant for its area and the individuals who carry the knowledge needed for the 

protection of that heritage (a focus group).   

According to the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 

Heritage adopted by the UNESCO General Conference on 17 October 2003, Intangible 

Cultural Heritage means the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, and 

skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated 

therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part 

of their cultural heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation 

to generation, is constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their 

environment, their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a 

sense of identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and 

human creativity. It is sometimes called living cultural heritage, and is manifested inter 

alia in the following domains:  

 oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the 

intangible cultural heritage;  

 performing arts;  

 social practices, rituals and festive events;  

 knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe;  

 traditional craftsmanship. 

 

The Polish partner organization, Stowarzyszenie Inicjatyw Lokalnych w 

Żeszczynce (SILWZ), helps to protect the regional living cultural heritage of the 

Southern Podlasie, particularly the domains of oral traditions (regional language), social 

practices and traditional craftsmanship. SILWZ gathers a large number of local 

inhabitants many of whom are individuals carrying the knowledge and skills needed to 

protect the regional intangible cultural heritage. 
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I. THE NETHERLANDS;  P.C.T Research and 

identification of focus groups 

 

Introduction 
 

This chapter is describing a very limited research and description of 

the living heritage in the Netherlands. The research is done from a 

touristic, recreational perspective.  

The Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) represents a wealth of 

knowledge and skills that is transmitted from one generation to the next. There are six 

areas of the ICH: handicrafts and the visual arts; gastronomy; social practices, rituals and 

festive events; music and the performing arts; oral traditions and expressions; and 

knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe. 

A responsible use of the living heritage for tourism purposes can provide new 

employment opportunities and helps alleviate poverty. It can stop the rural flight 

migration among the young and marginally-employed, and nurture a sense of pride 

among community members. Tourism also offers a powerful incentive for preserving 

and enhancing intangible cultural heritage, since the revenue it generates can be 

channelled back into initiatives to aid its long-term survival. (UNWTO).  

In the Netherlands almost every Dutch living tradition can be seen in the two most 

important open air museum at Arnhem (www.openluchtmuseum.nl ) founded in 1912 

and at Enkhuizen (www.zuiderzeemuseum.nl). Also the Batavia Wharf at Lelystad is 

contributing to the living traditional works of craftsmen. See the page about sailing and 

shipbuilding for more information. You can find in these museums a lot of old 

functioning objects as well as traditions and handcrafts of the past. Some are still being 

practiced in the museums:  Buttermaker, Cheese maker,Miller, Fresh baker , 

(www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rbf4pAIwpYg ) Weaver, Spin threader, paper maker  

(www.youtube.com/watch?v=lasCiSkfQI0&list=PL9D25015413C0BCED&index=4) 

wooden shoe maker etc. etc. Most of these handcrafts are described already in the Polish 

Chapter so we will not repeat these descriptions. 

http://www.openluchtmuseum.nl/
http://www.zuiderzeemuseum.nl/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rbf4pAIwpYg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lasCiSkfQI0&list=PL9D25015413C0BCED&index=4
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There are some more general professions 

and special Dutch handcrafts that are not 

mentioned in the Polish contribution. Some 

of these handcrafts will be described in the 

Dutch contribution. Beside of that some 

traditional events will be written down as a 

possible tourism attraction. 

  

 

 

Wooden shoe making 
The wooden shoe is a very practical footwear  especially in the clay areas of Holland. It is 

keeping your feet dry and warm and does not take all clay with you in the farm or house. 

The model was invented around 1350. It is used even to-day in some agricultural parts 

in the Netherlands. It is a very environmental friendly product. Square blocks of fresh 

balsa-white poplar wood is used to make wooden shoes. The wooden shoe maker is 

chopping and modelling it in the right shape. The still used wooden shoes are painted in 

yellow with a red pattern. In the old days each regions had their specific patterns. 

Wooden shoes for tourists are mostly painted with tulips or old traditional designs 

related to the old plates and pottery designs of Delft and Makkum. See for more 

information: 

 www.klompenboer.com 

By the way do not forget the traditional wooden shoe dances: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=811WRua-Yzk 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=811WRua-Yzk
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Reed wikery (roofs, chairs, baskets etc) 
 

Reed is a natural material and used for many purposes. Reed is covering roofs and with 

reed you are able to make baskets, chairs, mats, pen tips and a rough form of paper. 

Roofs and houses were already around 6000 year BC constructed with reed all over the 

world. Traditional seen the reed is bound on cross bars and there has to be a cavity 

between the reed and the underroof construction. 

Reed is also used to baskets. Moses as a baby was found in a reed basket in Egypt and to-

day people are making all kind of baskets for decoration purposes. Handmade chairs of 

reed or bamboo are still popular in the Netherlands. These regional products are 

interesting for tourists. 

www.bing.com/images/search?q=Reed+roofs&id=305AD5F99D4063A7175BF1AF3AA

E348487B728F5&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=C33D8126B26CF096BFE4086A2CC

28AEED7A6F6C1&selectedIndex=5  ;   www.riet.com 

 

Beekeeper 
One of the oldest living heritage professions is the beekeeper. He or she has bee colonies 

in bee hives, bee houses. The beekeeper takes his bees to blossoming 

agricultural fields and yards during spring, summer and autumn. The 

bees takes care of pollination, so fruits and crops can grow. This is 

one of the most elementary function of bee keeping now a days. Of 

course people like also the honey so the beekeeper takes a part of the 

produced honey from a colony and replace it by sugar. Also wax is 

taken a bit and used for candles and wax for example. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Phragmites_australis1.jpg
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Reed+roofs&id=305AD5F99D4063A7175BF1AF3AAE348487B728F5&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=C33D8126B26CF096BFE4086A2CC28AEED7A6F6C1&selectedIndex=5
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Reed+roofs&id=305AD5F99D4063A7175BF1AF3AAE348487B728F5&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=C33D8126B26CF096BFE4086A2CC28AEED7A6F6C1&selectedIndex=5
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Reed+roofs&id=305AD5F99D4063A7175BF1AF3AAE348487B728F5&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=C33D8126B26CF096BFE4086A2CC28AEED7A6F6C1&selectedIndex=5
http://www.riet.com/
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You have professional and amateur bee keepers. The number of colonies maintained by 

the beekeeper is varying very much. Town bee keeping as a hobby is booming in the 

Netherlands. 

The more “modern” beekeeping has bee-houses with moveable frame hives. The very 

traditional beekeeper used the fixed comb hive, mostly straw skeps. To remove the 

honey you had to damage the comb. That is why now a days preference  is given to the 

`bee houses of the last century. With their removable frames there will be no harm for 

the bees and the bee accommodation while harvesting honey. 

In the middle of the Netherlands there is a traditional bee market at the town of 

Veenendaal-de Klomp since 1400. Swarms and colonies are changing of owner and there 

are demonstrations how to gather the honey. In special glass bee houses the daily life of 

the bees can be watched. Wax, candles and honey can be bought by visitors and tourists. 

A lot of inland tourists are visiting this yearly bee market where also other old trades are 

shown like weaving, spin threading, wooden shoe making etc. 

See for more information about bee keeping and beekeepers: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beekeeper 

 

 

www.bing.com/images/search?q=bijenkast&id=AC47EBA8EB46020BEAAEBEA0FD0C3

97E752E419B&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=5B165D6AA13BE07FC952E01B116DC

79808720B3D&selectedIndex=42 

 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beekeeper
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Military traditions 
www.bing.com/images/search?q=ceremonieel+tenu+huzaren&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=c

eremonieel+tenu+huzaren&sc=0-17&sp=-

1&sk=#view=detail&id=3B538E7113EF4A7629E92AC719CAF5403C3E483A&selectedI

ndex=3 

 

The military police, the marines, the hussars and grenadiers  are 

wearing their “gala” uniforms on special events as the Kings 

Birthday, an inauguration ceremony and the coming parliamentary 

year. 

The opening of the Dutch parliament happens every year after 

summertime on the third Tuesday of September. Most of the 

military in the procession are wearing authentic uniforms as they 

were wearing it in the 19th century. On that day the king and queen 

go from their palace to the Parliament in the Golden Carriage 

pulled by horses. In the old meeting room of the parliament he speaks about the main 

features of the government policy for the coming parliamentary year. See: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ca8r7yzuIDY       http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prinsjesdag 

 

   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ca8r7yzuIDY
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prinsjesdag
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www.bing.com/images/search?q=ceremonieel+tenu+mariniers&id=0D8B7EE430CD73

39DD3AD56AAE9E3B2F5F20CC5C&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=DCB6380337E1C

108B11EBAE0050A7771B745FBDF&selectedIndex=21 

 

Also at other events traditional military uniform are worn and music is played. For 

example at fleet shows in Den Helder, 400 years marines celebration, inauguration of 

officers etc. or at the celebration of historical events. See: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ji8PVY_Lulo 

 

 

Sailing, ship building on old (new)wharfs 
 

The legend of the Flying Dutchmen is well known, the cursed ship that is sailing over the 

seventh seas. If a ship spots it,  will be wrecked by the sea and with its total crew. Do not 

meet it! Wagner wrote a famous composition about it. See: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNMgBxjegQc   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqezCR_XzaI 

 

    PCT      

Not only the flying Dutchman is still sailing. A lot of old ships are in movement in The 

Netherlands. At big festivals they are sailing with a volunteer crew. Replica´s of sailing 

ships are traditional built of the 17th century like the Seven Provinces at the Batavia 

Wharf at Lelystad. Traditional wharfs are there also for the small fishermen sailing boats 

and those ships are still sailing in the Dutch lakes. See   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-QB-KtsH5Q        

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvg5NAJIxl8    

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=ceremonieel+tenu+mariniers&id=0D8B7EE430CD7339DD3AD56AAE9E3B2F5F20CC5C&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=DCB6380337E1C108B11EBAE0050A7771B745FBDF&selectedIndex=21
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=ceremonieel+tenu+mariniers&id=0D8B7EE430CD7339DD3AD56AAE9E3B2F5F20CC5C&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=DCB6380337E1C108B11EBAE0050A7771B745FBDF&selectedIndex=21
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=ceremonieel+tenu+mariniers&id=0D8B7EE430CD7339DD3AD56AAE9E3B2F5F20CC5C&FORM=IQFRBA#view=detail&id=DCB6380337E1C108B11EBAE0050A7771B745FBDF&selectedIndex=21
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ji8PVY_Lulo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNMgBxjegQc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqezCR_XzaI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-QB-KtsH5Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvg5NAJIxl8
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBDz9h2WTWk       

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXoIo6ShTN8   

 

 

Elburg is a small touristic village that used to be a real “fishing” town in the Zuiderzee. 

As a member of the Hanseatic 

League the city prospered during 

the golden ages of the Netherlands, 

it was for its size an important 

trading port. Its inhabitants relied 

heavily on their fleet of “Botters” a 

type of wooden fishing boats that 

sailed up to around 40 kilometres of 

the port of Elburg.  

With the preparations for the 

creation of the (new province of Flevoland called the) Flevopolder this source of income 

dried up. Some fishers relocated to a place with direct contact with the sea, but most 

sailors had to find a new profession. As a result many of these traditional fishing boats 

became obsolete. Several fishers even went so far to sink their fishing boats in open 

water, as they had become obsolete and from economic point of view the costs of selling 

the boat would be higher than 

  
PCT - photo by Rolf Dirks 

 

the potential gains. In more recent 

days people from this city decided it 

was a tragedy to see this symbol rot away in the port. That’s why they decided this piece 

of heritage had to be saved before the boats would become a lost cause. Many volunteers 

banded together and created a group for the protection of these ships. They aimed at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBDz9h2WTWk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXoIo6ShTN8
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restoring some of the former glory of Elburg by (partially re)acquiring these ships and 

have them restored to original specifications. Currently they have around 6 fully 

functional ships that are available for special arrangements. During a special festival in 

the honour of these ships it’s even possible to sail on one of these ships for a reduced 

fare. During the trip the “captain” will talk about the history and as it is fairly modern 

history partially even from his own experiences. Another thing that is interesting in 

Elburg is the Botter Wharf. It has been created to resemble the arts and crafts of the 

production and restoration of these ships as genuinely as possible. Here you can see how 

the boats are restored. See  http://www.botterselburg.nl/ 

 

In Friesland, in the North of the Netherlands, you have the event of the so called 

„Skutsjes Sailing”. It is a match between the sailing old cargo inner water and coaster 

ships in Friesland for a week. Beside of this a lot of these old ships are still sailing as they 

did centuries ago. However most of them have a so called emergency engine. See for 

some pictures    http://www.skutsjesilen.com/nl/de-schepen 

 

 

Traditional events 
The political and military tradition of the opening of the new parliamentary year at The 

Hague is already described. Some other yearly events are described below. 

Sinterklaas 

   PCT    

 

Sinterklaas  is arriving every year by steamboat  around half November on a Saturday in 

the Netherlands in a certain town.  It is always a long journey from Spain, where his 

http://www.botterselburg.nl/
http://www.skutsjesilen.com/nl/de-schepen
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residence is.  

Around two million Dutch are watching on television how he is arriving. After de-

boarding he mounts his white horse, followed by  several music bands and accompanied 

by a lot of his servants, so called "zwarte Pieten". Policemen on horses are in front of the 

procession, which is heading  to the city hall where the major is welcoming Sinterklaas.  

One hour later in almost all villages and towns in the Netherlands there is a parade with 

Sint Nicolaas on his white horse (or in a carriage). He is welcomed in town  by the mayor 

on a balcony of an official building. 

  

During Sinterklaas staying in the Netherlands all children put their shoe at the chimney 

or central heating  in the evening. Some children put the little carrot in the schoe for 

Americo, the horse of Sinterklaas. The "zwarte pieten" put little presents in their shoes. 

Sinterklaas is staying in the Netherlands till the celebration of his birthday at 5 

December, leaving at midnight with his steamboat direction Spain. To celebrate his 

birhtday he gives a bag with presents to every family. During the early evening 5 

december the presents are unpacked. Some of the presents contains also a rhyme which 

has to be read. 

Original by the way  the old bishop Sinterklaas was living inTurkey. 

Queens or Kings’ day  

The birthday of reigning king or queen of the Netherlands is celebrated since1885 and 

an official free day. The present King Willem-Alexander has his birthday on the 26 April 

2014. Almost every Dutch is celebrating that day and a lot of people are dressed in the 

traditional House of Orange  colour. Parties are organized everywhere. Amsterdam for 

example has a large ‘free market’, where you can buy or sell everything. In the morning 

there is an Aubade at the municipalities, historical houses or castles. 

The Wilhelmus, the National Hymne of the Netherlands is one of the songs among the 

traditional national songs. In the evening the day is closed with fireworks in most of the 

municipalities. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koninginnedag   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMHbAKvPJkU 

Liberation day and the Grebbelinie 

Every year on the fifth of May, the Dutch liberation of the Netherlands in 1945 is 

celebrated. Once in the five year there is a free day and than the entire country 

celebrates its freedom. Traditionally, a large historical military parade is held every year 

in the city of Wageningen. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koninginnedag
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMHbAKvPJkU
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Around the 10th of May it is Grebbeline day (Dutch: Grebbeliniedag). The Grebbeline is an 

historical Dutch defence line. On this day, activities are organized in order to keep the 

memory of the defence line alive. See the case study about the Grebbelinie as a tourism 

object and living heritage. 

 

 

Lantern makers’ walk 

Since 1750 at the 15th of September lantern makers’ walk are taking place. This 

traditional festival is held in the towns of Scherpenzeel, Veenendaal and Renswoude. It 

was in former days the time that lamps had to burnt during the evening again. Children 

are making now a days paper lantern and parade with them around town. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLTKV7zBNrw 

 

St. Martin 

11 November – St. Martin’s day (Dutch: St. Maarten). 

St. Martin is the patron saint of Utrecht. On this day, 

kids make paper lanterns and walk around town in a 

procession. They are also gathering sweets at the 

door singing “11 November is the day that my light 

that my light may burn”. 

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sint-Maarten_(feest) 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLTKV7zBNrw
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Meals 
 

Living traditions are seen in the preparation of historical regional meals who are 

consisting of several dishes. The most famous Dutch traditional meals are described: pea 

soup, stew and pancakes. The first two meals are typical for the winter. How you are 

consuming a herring is well known. Take it at the tail land swallow it… 

 

Herring 

The flesh is white, elastic and tasty. The fat 

content is between 8-22%. Herring is 30 cm 

tall and weighs 75-350 g. Herring which is not 

yet sexually mature is called white herring. 

This is prepared as pickled herring. For a 

fruitful season ripe herring contains milk or 

calf. These are sold as salted herring and raw data. At the yearly traditional annual Flag 

Day, the first barrel of herring of the fishing season is brought and sold in Scheveningen 

(nearby the Hague) and there is again fresh herring in the country. Many restaurants are 

responding with appropriate offers.  

Post-roe herring has less fat and is often marinated headless as pickles or herring roll 

mops. In fish herring salads we find species such as anchovies and sardines.  

 

 

Dutch pea soup (foto:www.brutsellog.nl) 

 

Ingredients for three people  

250g peas, about 1 liter water, 3 teaspoons 

broth, 500 grams of pork, 12 pieces of 

sausage, a medium onion, 100g leeks, a 

little Celery, parsley and a few TT stalks, 

salt and pepper.  

Preparation:  

1. Put dried peas in water to soak overnight  

2. Prepare vegetables: Peel the onions and 

celery cut into small pieces. Leek peel and cut into thin rings 

3. Add  vegetables to the peas. Thym twigs have to be  included.  

4. Put the (instant) broth in saucepan and bring to a boil pour  

5. Add the bacon.  

6. Simmer the pea soup approximately 90 minutes, stirring occasionally.  

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=foto+erwtensoep&view=detail&id=E5244435E050ED9A756917407BB17A9DC9B59385&first=0
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7. Cut the pork into pieces.  

8. Add the pieces of pork, chopped parsley and sausage pieces with salt and pepper and 

put it on a low temperature without lid, let the soup simmer for about 30 minutes.  

9. Before serving, garnish with some thyme.  

 

The pea soup is usually eaten with rye bread.  

 

 

 

 

Dutch stew as main course. 

 

Ingredients for three people  

2 liters of water, 250 grams of onions, 500 

grams of potatoes, carrots • 500 grams, 500 

grams of beef,  

20 grams of butter, pepper, salt  

Preparation time: 30 min  

 

Preparation: •  

1. Peel potatoes, wash them and cut them into pieces.  

2. Cut the meat into cubes and cook it  

3. Boil the potatoes for about 20 minutes.  

4. Cut the carrots and onions into pieces.  

5. Add the carrots and onions to the potatoes along with the stock cube.  

6. Boil about 20 minutes.  

7. Drain the potatoes and vegetables off.  

8. Stamp stew finely with a potato masher, add the cut meat  

9. Add salt and pepper to taste at.  
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www.eetcafe.at/page18.php 

Dutch  bacon pancakes  

 

Ingredients for three people : 

250 grams of flour , 20 grams of yeast, a 

tablespoon of sugar , 2 DL milk, two eggs , 

150 grams bacon , three teaspoons of oil 

and 20 ml , beets herb salt. 

 

Preparation: 

1. Sprinkle flour in a dish . Make a well in the centre . 

2. Yeast into small pieces crumble down into the well , sprinkle sugar on top . 

3. Warming milk . 

4. Take a tablespoon of milk and add to the yeast into the well . 

5 . The yeast with a little flour stirring until a dough paste. About 15 minutes in a warm 

place to rise drop . Add a little salt , eggs and remaining milk . 

6. The risen dough with a rolling brush to smooth and about 20 minutes to stand . 

8. Bacon pieces cutting and evenly over a skillet , fry crisp ( about 50 grams per pancake 

) . 

9. Reduce temperatures and two ladles dough pouring over the bacon . 

10. Let the bacon pancake on a flat plate slide and restore flipped back into the skillet . 

Bake his golden brown 

7. The pancakes in a frying pan after another and keep them warm in a preheated oven 

until they are all finished. 

 

Serve warm. 

 

 

Eet smakelijk….enjoy youR meal and the Dutch contribution, 

Olga Nazarova, Rolf Dirks, Ton Knobbout, PCT, Scherpenzeel, 22-3-2014 

 

http://www.veldtspannenkoeken.nl/uploads/images/spek-pannenkoek.jpg

